Abstract: This paper presents an ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system that consists of two technical components: building a data API network and ontology-driven mashup auto-completion on this network.
Introduction
Mashup [1] is a new way of retrieving, integrating and reusing data from multiple sources. With the ever increasing number of data APIs that publish their data on the Web, it becomes more and more popular. By building a mashup, users are able to share, integrate and reuse available APIs to satisfy their new requirements instead of developing new APIs continuously.
A mashup consists of several data APIs. It is an error-prone and time-consuming task to build a mashup.
It involves not only locate right APIs but also combine them in a right way to get desired results. During building a mashup, non-developer users always encounter three problems: 1).difficulties to locate right APIs which requires studying their detailed specifications, 2).difficulties to combine APIs in a right way by checking mashupable APIs, 3).difficulties to write code to call functions to execute the mashup.
Up to now, several mashup tools have been developed and in-use, such as IBM Mashup Center 1 , Yahoo But, the first two problems have not been addressed. In this paper, we propose an ontology-driven mashup auto-completion approach to solve the first two problems. A data API network is firstly built in which each pair of mashupable APIs are connected by a link. An ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system is then proposed to make mashup recommendations by applying semantic graph mining on this network.
Technically, contributions of our approach are:  A Microformats-based ontology schema is defined to describe attributes and activities of APIs. The Semantic Web (SW) technology is used to semantically interlink APIs and their data.  A semantic subgraph template is defined to describe information sources on the SW. To predict mashupable APIs, a semantic Bayesian network (sBN) is proposed that incorporates and processes semantic subgraph templates as usual attributes.  A semi-supervised learning method is proposed that makes use of both the labeled and unlabeled data. A data API network is built by using the sBN and this method to predict mashupable APIs.  An ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system supports: 1). Given an API, the next APIs that can be used after it are recommended. 2).Given APIs ( s A , e A ), it recommends pathways starting from s A and ending with e A . 3).Given the starting and ending data types, it recommends pathways. The evaluation is divided into two parts: evaluating the approach to predicting mashupable APIs, and evaluating the ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system. The results show that the approach of using the sBN and the semi-supervised learning method to predict mashupable APIs achieved high Precision, 2 F and
Recall. The results also show that applying our algorithms on the predicted network achieved much better performance than on the network built by existent mashups. Also, our system can recommend more creative mashups that have not been built yet. It can also automatically build a mashup, only requiring the data flow of the desired mashup instead of specifying exact APIs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes typical scenarios and the approach. The Microformats-based ontology is defined in Section 4. Section 5 presents the API network construction. In Section 6, the ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system is described. The evaluation is demonstrated in Section 7. Conclusion is summarized in Section 8.
Related Work
B. Lu et al. presented an approach that built a data API network and facilitated mashup building into network navigation [2] . A rule-based method was used to predict mashupable APIs. However, it's difficult to define deterministic rules to predict mashupable APIs. Ohad, G. et al. [3] proposed an approach to auto-completion for mashups, in which the 'glue path' mostly close to the APIs that the user provides is recommended. But it used only existent mashups on the Web without predicting mashupable APIs.
In the context of link prediction, statistical learning (SL) methods always use either attributes of entities or other observed links, or use both of them [4, 5] . To make SL applicable on the relational data, Lise, G. et al.
proposed the probabilistic relational model (PRM) [6] [7] that extends Bayesian networks to process links. The relational Markov network (RMN) [8] was proposed to process the graph topology-based attribute, in which a relational clique template describes the graph topology-based attribute.
Our approach addresses two problems: predict mashupable APIs and support mashup auto-completion. It uses the Microformats-based ontology to interlink APIs and integrate their data semantically. A semantic subgraph template is defined to describe all information sources on the SW, which is more flexible than the relational clique template that requires its described graphs to be 'strong connected'. Based on the predicted network, an ontology mashup auto-complete system provides creative recommendations for users. 
Application Scenarios & Approach

Application Scenario
Approach
To help users build a mashup, we propose an approach: an API network construction and an ontology-driven mashup auto-complete system. It enables users with more creativity by providing possible links between mashupable APIs instead of only links that have been built on the current Web. Fig.1 shows the architecture of our approach, including three components: 1) A Microformats-based ontology schema is defined to describe attributes and activities of data APIs. APIs are mapped to it and their data are also mapped to data types defined in the ontology. Based on the API network and mappings from APIs to the universal ontology, a data type network is also constructed by data flows that are formed by links between mashupable APIs. 2) We propose a semantic Bayesian network and a semi-supervised learning method to do the task of link prediction on the SW. A semantic subgraph template is defined to describe all information sources on the SW. The semi-supervised learning method that makes use of both the labeled and the unlabeled data is proposed to improve its performance. 3) An ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system is proposed to provide recommendations to help users. 
A Microformats-based Ontology
The SW is an evolving extension of World Wide Web where semantics of information is defined. This technology makes it possible for the Web to understand and satisfy requirements of users by using the Web content. Ontology is a formal representation of knowledge consisting of a set of concepts and relationships between concepts. The RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a standard language to define the ontology [11] . An RDF model is defined in Definition 1. In our approach, a Microformats-based ontology is particularly defined to describe attributes and activities of data APIs. To define the semantics of data of APIs precisely, Microfomats [10] is used. Fig.2 shows the ontology, in which totally 18 data types are defined, such as 'photo', 'news' and so on. APIs described using this ontology construct a network in which two APIs connected by a link can be combined to build a mashup. Based on this network and mappings from data of APIs to data types, a data flow network is also built by data type flows. Fig.3 shows an example of two APIs connected by a relationship (dm:mashup) and a data flow that is built based on this link. The input data of 'Flickr' is mapped to 'photo.title'; and 'VirtualEarth' has two input data that are mapped to 'geo.longitude' and 'geo.latitude'. The APIs are connected by 'dm:mashup'. Then, a data flow from 'photo' to 'geo' is built.
Data API Network Construction
To predict whether a link between two APIs exists, the known knowledge include: their attributes, and other labeled links connecting them to other APIs. We propose an approach to do the task of link prediction on the SW. It consists of three parts: a semantic subgraph template (SST), a semantic Bayesian network (sBN), and a semi-supervised learning method.
A Semantic Graph Template
There are three types of information sources on the SW: the descriptive property, the relationship, and the graph structure. These information sources are defined as three types of attributes: the descriptive attribute, the relationship and the graph structure-based attribute. An SST is used to describe these types of attributes by defining common patterns that graphs having the attribute must comply with. It differentiates into:  'Type-D': It describes graphs that contain only instance nodes and descriptive properties. Fig.4 (a) shows a graph template which defines an API is in the category 'mapping'.  'Type-R': It describes graphs that contain only instance nodes and a relationship. Fig. 4 (b) shows an example that specifies two APIs (A and B) are connected by a relationship 'dm:mashup'.  'Type-R': It describes graphs that contain instance nodes, relationships and descriptive properties. Fig. 4 (c) shows an example that specifies an API B shares a same tag with the API A and is connected to the API C by relationship 'dm:mashup'.
Specific to the Semantic Web, SPARQL is a standard RDF query language [12] . An SST can be defined by using a SPARQL query. The definition has two parts: 'SELECT' and 'WHERE', which are defined in Definition 2. The 'SELECT' defines the query result. The 'WHERE' is a graph pattern that consists of a set of triple patterns, in which each triple pattern is actually a query rule that graphs must comply with. Definition 2. Specific to the RDF model rdf M , an SST definition T = (S, W) consists of two parts: 'SELECT' and 'WHERE', which are defined as follows: defines a query rule that graphs must satisfy.
A Semantic Bayesian Network
An sBN extends Bayesian networks on the SW with using the semantic subgraph template to describe the information sources on the SW. It specifies a template for probability distributions of semantic subgraph templates over the entire semantic graph. Its qualitative component is a dependency graph, in which an SST is a node. A dependency relationship specifies a node with a parent node, which declares that its value depends directly on the value of its parent node. Given the training data, its quantitative component is a parameterization for the dependency graph, where each node is associated with a conditional probability distribution (CPD) defined in Definition 3. Definition 3.
i templates TP S   is specified with a set of parent nodes Parents( i TP ). Its conditional probability distribution (CPD) over the training data is defined as:
A Semi-supervised Learning for an sBN
In our case of mashup, existent mashups published on the Web don't contain all links between mashupable APIs. The statics of Programmableweb.com show that, there are over 4000 APIs available on the Web. It is a time-consuming and error-prone task to construct links amongst thousands of APIs manually. So, there is not a proper dataset to be used as the training data.
To address this problem, a semi-supervised learning method is proposed that makes use of the labeled and unlabeled data to improve the performance. It consists of a series of iterations, for which the testing data are the same while the training data are different. In an iteration i I , its training data consists of: the training data and positive predictions of its previous iteration.
In each iteration, an sBN is firstly trained on the training data and is used to make link predictions on the testing data. The posterior probability defined in Definition 4 is computed. The loop ends up till its posterior probability never gets increased. Definition 4. Given the labeled data lab D , the posterior probability over the unlabeled data unlab D is defined as:
Ontology-driven Mashup Auto-completion System
The predicted API network is a directed and weighted network, where the weight of a link is its predicted probability. Based on this network, an ontology-driven auto-complete system is proposed to help users build a mashup. It provides three kinds of recommendations.
The Next API Recommendation
Each node in the data API network is associated with two weights (authority and hub). If a node is pointed to by many good hubs, its authority should be increased. If a node points to many good authorities, its hub should also be increased. In this process, the weight of a link should also be considered. So, the authority ( n a ) and hub ( n h ) of a node (n) are updated as follows:
links to points to
links n to points to
Given its n a and n h , its resource importance (RI) on the network ( n RI ) that combines both of its authority and hub is defined as follows:
On the data API network, nodes are always maintaining their authority and hub weights. Given an interested API i api , the next APIs next api S that can be used after i api and have the higher RI are recommended.
The Mashup Pathway Recommendation
On the data API network, each link is associated with a weight, namely the probability of its existence. A mashup is a pathway consisting of several data APIs. . Thus, the weight of a path depends on: its length, and weights of links it passes. It is used instead of conventional path weight that is the sum of weights of links it passes. Given the data API network and a pair of APIs ( api s , api e ), a shortest pathway finding algorithm [9] is used to recommend pathways that start from api s and end with api e and have the highest weights.
Ontology-driven Mashup Auto-completion
Given an API network and mappings from APIs to the universal ontology, a data type flow network is built. Using this ontology as the mediation layer, a data type flow is mapped to pathways on the API network. A data flow starts from the data type i DT to another type 
Evaluation
Definition 5 defines three measurements to evaluate the performance of link prediction.
The true positive (TP) is the number of predictions that predict links exist and are correct; true negative (TN) is the number of predictions predicting links exist but are not correct; and false negative (FN) is number of predictions predicting links don't exist but are not correct. weights Recall twice as much as Precision. We collected 100 APIs and 690 existent links from website http://www.programmableweb.com. We also built an API network by the same 100 APIs and 3423 links by verifying every pair of APIs manually.
The sBN and semi-supervised learning is used to construct the API network, in which 'threshold' determines the existence of links. Fig.6 (a) shows Precision, Recall and 2 F distributions over values of 'threshold' from 0.1 to 1. 2 F got the highest value when 'threshold' is 0.7. Fig.6 (b) shows its constructed network On the three networks, for each API (totally 100), the next API recommendation algorithm were executed. The result of execution on exp ected N is used as the standard to evaluate the executions on existent N and predicted N . We conducted 100 testing cases to evaluate the performance of executing our pathway recommendation algorithm on the three networks. In each case, two APIs were randomly picked up from 100 APIs as the starting and ending APIs. The result of the execution on exp ected N was used as the standard. Fig.8 To evaluate the performance of our ontology-driven mashup auto-completion algorithm, we conducted 10 testing cases. Each case consists of two data types. On the three networks, this algorithm was executed separately. The result of the execution on exp ected N was used as the standard. Fig.8 (c) 
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents an approach that leverages the SW technology to semantically interlink data APIs and applies machine learning and graph mining technologies to enable ontology-driven mashup auto-completion on the API network.
The contributions of our work are: 1).A Microformats-based ontology is defined to describe attributes and activities of APIs; 2).The SST is defined to describe all information sources on the SW; 3).The sBN and semi-supervised learning are used to predict mashupable APIs; 4).An ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system is proposed.
In the future, we need to further evaluate our ontology-driven mashup auto-completion system, compared with other systems [2, 3] . We also plan to implement this approach on the sMash system [13] .
